
Content: Select from our amazing Games collection to
have the best Immersive Experience. 

Disclaimer: The content provided in this booklet is solely
used as a guide for your virtual reality experience. 

@vrnobleofficial
 @vrnobleofficial

vrnoble.com



DEAD AND BURIED 2
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Dead and Buried II is a fast-paced multiplayer
shooter set in a supernatural western world.

Grab your six-shooters and choose from
multiple gamemodes. Compete against real

players online to see who the best gunslinger is
or play cooperatively versus the undead horde! 

Action, Arcade, Shooter

Beat Saber is an immersive rhythm experience you
have never seen before! Enjoy tons of handcrafted

levels and swing your way through the pulsing
music beats, surrounded by a futuristic world. Use
your sabers to slash the beats as they come flying

at you – Every beat indicates which saber you need
to use and the direction you need to match. 

BEAT SABER

Music, Great Soundtrack, Rhythm, Swordplay, Futuristic
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 ECHO VR

Set aboard a space station orbiting Saturn, it
allows players to move in zero-gravity by

grabbing and pushing off of the environment. In
addition to the narrative single-player game, the

title includes a team-based multiplayer sports
mode called Echo Arena, which was also

released as a stand-alone game.

Action, Social, Sports, Futuristic
 

THE UNDER PRESENTS

Welcome to the Under! A time and mind-bending,

multiplayer, theatrical adventure featuring a cast
of colorful live and pre-recorded characters, time

wizardry, magic to perform, and stories to
uncover.

Adventure, Exploration, Narrative
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_station
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weightlessness
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 POKERSTARS

PokerStars, the world’s leading poker brand, has
combined live and online poker in a truly immersive
VR experience. -Study your opponents, pick up on

their tells, and chat in real-time -Handle your chips
and cards, just as you would at a real-world poker

table -Keep the table fun with interactive props
and toys, summoned in an instant 

Casual, Social, Strategy
 
 

WALKABOUT MINI GOLF

Putt your way through beautifully designed
courses, collect lost balls, challenge your friends

and unlock bonus levels. Realistic physics
creates the perfect experience for hardcore
golfers and casual players alike. Mini golf has

never been this fun!

Golf, Fantasy, Casual
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ALCOVE 

A portal to new worlds, a virtual home filled with
endless experiences to discover and explore, a
place to connect with loved ones. World travel,
casual games, media customization, adventure,

and relaxation.

Exploration, Social, Travel
 

REC ROOM

Rec Room is the best place to build and play
games together. Party up with friends from all

around the world to chat, hang out, explore
MILLIONS of player-created rooms, or build

something new and amazing to share with us all.
 

 
Arcade, Social, Sports
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WANDER

From the comfort of your living room you can
teleport almost anywhere in the world - whether you

wish to walk across the London Bridge, stroll the
gardens of the Taj Mahal, or witness the enormity of
the Great Pyramids of Egypt - unlimited exploration

awaits!

360 Experience (non-game), Exploration, Travel
 

HALF AND HALF

Half + Half is a multiplayer game about fun &
connection. The game includes five unique

multiplayer spaces that are designed to help you
connect with people you know, and also to

connect with people you don’t, even if only for a
short while.

 
Arcade, Social, Sports
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EPIC ROLLER COASTER

In Epic Roller Coasters you'll get the same feeling of
real roller coasters in places and situations that

probably you will never have in real-life! There are
so many possibilities: magic, the world of dinosaurs,

haunted houses and so many others!

Racing, Roller Coaster, Shooter

OF MULTI PLAYER GAMES



JOB SIMULATOR

 VACATION SIMULATOR
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Funny, Sci-fi, Simulation, Realistic

 In a world where robots have replaced all
human jobs, step into the "Job Simulator" to

learn what it was like 'to job'. Use your hands to
stack, manipulate, throw, and smash physics

objects in an inexplicably satisfying way!

 
Single 
Player

Welcome to the Vacation Simulator: a rough
approximation of VACATION inspired by a real

humans NOT JOBBING. Reallocate your
bandwidth and get ready to splash, s’more,

snowball, and selfie your way to optimal
relaxation! 

Funny, Sci-fi, Simulation, Realistic



BAIT :  FISHING SIMULATOR

 MISSION ISS 
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Funny, Sci-fi, Simulation, Realistic

Bored of waiting for a bite? Would you like to
catch some fish? You're lucky - in Ultimate

Fishing Simulator, fish bite like crazy! Spinning,

float fishing, ground fishing, and more! Now you
can feel it on your own by playing it on VR!

Take a trip into orbit and experience life
onboard the International Space Station! In
this Emmy-nominated simulation, learn how
to move and work in zero-gravity using your

controllers. Dock a space capsule, take a
spacewalk, and let real NASA astronauts

guide you on the ISS 

Adventure, Exploration, Sports



SUPERHOT VR
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Sports, Action, Boxing

No regenerating health bars. No conveniently
placed ammo drops. It's you, alone,

outnumbered and outgunned. Snatch
weapons from fallen enemies to shoot, slice

and dodge through a truly cinematic hurricane
of slow-motion bullets. It’s like nothing you

have ever played before. Something is
different here. Lose track of what’s real. 

 

Slow motion

Combat

Intense 
workout 



THRILL OF A FIGHT

PLEASE ,  DON 'T TOUCH 

ANYTHING
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Sports, Action, Boxing

A down-to-earth VR boxing game focused on
authenticity. Enter a virtual gym and battle a

series of unique challenges with their own styles
and techniques. Use timing and skill to land the

knockout blow. Evade swings, land jabs, and block
punches to become the king of the ring!

Please, Don’t Touch Anything is a cryptic, brain-

racking button-pushing puzzle game. Covering
for a colleague taking a bathroom break, you
find yourself in front of a mysterious console

with a green screen monitor showing a
pixelated live image of an unknown city. 

Adventure, Exploration, Puzzle



FACE YOUR FEARS 2

ELIXER
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Exploration, Horror, Narrative

Learn the tragic history of the Harvest Family
as you explore their long-abandoned home.

Immerse yourself in scenarios that unravel a
tale of terror across the ages. In the first, your

sister is missing and all roads lead to the old
Harvest Estate. 

Elixir is seeking an experienced lead
sorceress . . . 's apprentice. You’ll join our

team located somewhere in the nether world
to feed, wash, and document mysterious
creatures (applicants inexperienced with

dragon vomit need not apply).

Adventure, Exploration, Sports


